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Reason for a maintenance activity

- More user friendly CII XML Schema

Achieved by using the latest published technical specifications:

- Name and design rules (NDR) version 2.1
- Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) version 2.01
- Core Component Business Document Assembly (CCBDA)

- Targeted version of UN/CEFACT Core Component Library is D15B
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Relevant input

• Findings and output from CII V3 project
  • Updated Core Components, ABIEs and BIEs
  • Revised and refined core component definitions
  • Revised data type catalogue

• Contribution from German community
  • Implementation verification
    • ZUGFeRD as valid implementation of CII using the latest technical specifications
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Activities to be performed

• Analyse gaps between:
  • latest version of the published CII
  • output from CII V3 project

• Develop a library maintenance submission for CCL D15B including any missing ABIEs
  • Only CCBDA requirements
  • No new business requirements will be added

➢ The current library maintenance process to be used
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Decision regarding the result from the gap analysis
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• Only business information (components) in the latest published CII should be included in the CII based on CCTS 2.01, NDR 2.1 and CCBDA
  • No new business information should be included when performing this specific maintenance activity.

• Components in the published CII can be found to be missing in the CII v3
  • The missing components must be included in the CII based on CCTS 2.01, NDR 2.1 and CCBDA
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• Additional business information can be found in the draft published CII v3 which is not part of the latest published CII v 2.
  • Additional business information (components) found in CII v3 will not be included in submission of this maintenance activity.
  • A submission including the additional business information can only be submitted by the requester of the business information